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ABSTRACT

Results of analytical modeling and computer simulation of wave-induced
structural loadings on ships i!lwaves is presented! with consideration ~f
bow flare slamming, bottom impact slamming, and springing. Consideration is
given only to the case of head seas, and the outputs are obtained in the
form of time histories due to the nature of the nonllnearities and the non-
stationary propert~es associated with the slamming phenomena. Springing is
considered to be linear and statistically stationary, and output in either
time history or spectral foxm is possible, with the same r.m.s. value ob-
tained by either technique. Time history simulation of the slowly-varying
direct wave-induced vertical bending moment is also provided% so that re-
lations between constituents making up the total vertical bending moment are
demonstrated.

The output data is available at rates appreciably faster than real
time (80 times or more faster) by use of a large commerc~al general purpose
digital computer, thereby allowing rapid analysis of ship structural loads
via computer simulation. The present results are primarily demonstrative of
capability. Particular refinements in the manner of representing local
forces, theoretical techniques for evaluation of such forces, and computa-
tional procedures, etc. that are necessary for producing a final completed
program for calculation of such loads on a routine basis, are described in
the report. The ultimate use of a developed program for vibratory loads, in
conjunction with the previously established program for wave-induced bending
moments, is a basic tool for application in design and analysis of ship
structures.
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NOMENCLATURE

wave amplitude

A =

c .

Ci =

C5 =

FII =

F(me)=

Ii =

H .

i =

In( )=

Ir =

K. =
1

KM,KB=

L .

Ln( )=

G =

instantaneous submerged area of a ship section

sectional vertical dad mass

nonlinear sectional area difference

local waterline beam

structural damping coefficient-; also wave celerity

thweighted structural damping for i mode

local section area coefficient

bending flexural rigidity

2T
7 ‘ as a function of frequency of encounter for

a given forward speed

mean section draft

sectional draft

J=, imaginary unit

modified Bessel function

mass moment of inertia of a section

J=, imaginary unit

27r
~flwave number

-M
weighted spring constant fox i mode

kernel functions for determining bending moment and
pitch angle due to waves, respectively

ship length

modified Struve function

insta~.tanecms added mass o? ship secbion

nonlinear added mass difference

vertical bending moment

vertical bending moment due to slamming (or springing)

wave induced vertical bending moment

sectional vertical damping force coefficient
j-<





‘e

= srim of sectional ship mass and added! mass

weighted total mass for i“El-l= mode

= velocity potential

= velocity potential of surface wzves

= pitch phase angle

. circular frequency of waves (rad./sec.)

= circular frequency of encounter (rad.\sec.)
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INTRODUCTION

When considering the structural loads and responses acting
on a ship in a seaway, the clifferent effects contributing to the
midship verkical bending moment (which is the major hull girder
structural load] must be recognized and treated separately in any
a~alysis and/or design SW.~~. In tih~ case of the vertical bend-
inq moment on a ship in h~avest the total load is made up of twc
disti~ct COntri~UtiOIISr viz. the slowly-varying bending moment
directly induced by the WaVeSf and also a higher frequency response
that exhibits the vibratory characteristics associated with tine

structural modes of the ship. The slowly-varying bending moment
has a fuequency domain ban dwidth that lies within that associated
b7ith the waves {i.e. as encsur~texed by the ship in its fcrh-ard
motioF. at speed) ~ while ‘che vibratory response is of a much higher
fr~que~cy that is mb~st often associated with w~e first structural

bending mode (2-nck?efi vibration) or perhaps some of the higher

modes (see [11$.
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although the rigid body motions of the ship per se are suf-
ficiently well represented as linear responses, and these forces
are known to he impulsive in nature. The resulting structural
response, due to the excitation of the basic structural modes
of the ship, is then manifested as a series of non–continuous high
frequency oscillations (i.e. in the vertical bending moment) that
only occur following the development of the impulsive local forces
at the bow, i.e. a nonstationary record. The frequency of these
vibratory responses is usually that of the first structural mode,
i.e. the two-noded vibratory mode <see 111) , and the oscillations
decay as a result of the combined influence of both structural
and hydrodynamic damping. Thus it is easily seen how- ‘cksse strut -
tural responses due to slamming phenomena differ substantially from
those bending moments thati are the direct wave-induced structural
reactions.

In addition to the vibratory bending ~esponses that arise
from slamming effects (both bow–flare as well as bottom impact
slamming) , another source of such responses occurs when t-he ship
has small (or insignificant) motions in relatively short waves such
that the frequency of encounter with the waves is close to that of
the lower structural modes of vibration of the ship. This partiicu-
Iar phenomenon has been denoted as “springing”, with recent analyti-
cal efforts aimed at studying this effect given in [41 and [51. The
particular ships for which springing has an important influence are
large tankers and bulk carriers (such as illustrated in [61)1 as
well as for fast ships such as destroyers and container ships.
According to the results in [4] and [5]~ as well as the physical
interpretation of the influence of short waves? i.e. it is a direct
wav’e-excited vibration that is dominated by the two-node vibratory
bending response of the ship structure. The application of spectral
analysis techniques to this linear response~ as shown in [41 and [51~
provides statistical measures of the bending moment due to springing.
These values can then be compared to the values due to the direct
wave-induced bending moments experienced under the same and/or
other particular wave spectral conditions in order to assess magni-
tudes that would be useful for design purposes.

It must be recognized however, that the springing phenomenon
involves consideration of short waves relative to the ship length,
and that the theoretical bases for evaluating the wave excitation
forces acting on a ship were originally derived for conditions where
the wavelengths were long compared to the dimensions of the ship
cross-section (i.e. beam and/or draft). As a result there remains
some question as to the full validity of any results obtained from
such analyses, at least until some further consideration has been
given to a more precise analysis of the forces acting on a ship hull
due to short waves.

In order to obtain information on the vibratory structural
loadings associated wikh the various phenomena described above,
the techniques of computer simulation can be extended to these
cases, based upon some of the developments described previously in
[11. Zn view of the fact that the slamming and bow flare effects
require nonlinear force determination as well as the fact that
the resulting bending moment variations are also nonstationary, a
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time domain treatment is suggested (see [11 and [71) . si~i~ar
trea+~ent in regard to a time domain output representation can
also be applied to the case of springing, although it. is possible
to obtain data from the use of frequency response and spectral
analysis methods for that. particular effect. However khe form of
time domain outputs, comparing the slowly–varying wave-induced
vertical bending moment with the vibratory bending moment, are al-
ways useful illustrations that cam provide certain additional in–
sight. Another possible use of time domain outputs would be a
more direct method of comparison with experimental results, since
that would be a very definite method of validation of any analyti-
cal procedure, as long as the complete input information required
for such a comparison is available.

Since the presence of time histories for slamming-related
phenomena is the only possible way of providing a proper analysis
of these eftiects, the ability to generate time histories with a
computer at a relatively fast rate as compared to real time (i.e.
the actual time for such occurrences as recorded cm full scale
ships) is another useful characteristic of computer simulation as
compared to obtaining full scale data and/or carrying out model
tests with proper structural simulation in the model. Thus the
p?mper development of computer simulation for these vibratory
structural loadings, which are assuming more importance as ships
become larger and faster, will provide a useful tool in design,
analysis, and evaluation studies associated with modern ship develop-
ment.

The present report is intended to describe khe results of
computer simulation techniques for determining the various types
of vibratory structural loads experienced by a ship at sea, as
represented by the vertical bending moment. A number of particular
computations will be illustrated and the nature of t-he results com-
pared witih that experienced ifimodel tests and\or full scale tests,
in accordance with the extent of available data for such purposes.
An evaluation of the computational procedures, with regard to time
and cost, will also be provided in order to illustrate the possible
benefits thati can be obtained via computer simulation. These re-
sults do mb~k represent the final capability and results of computer
simulation, but will only serve to illustrate the prospect of apply-
ing such techniques in a more comprehensive manner that includes a

more complete mathematical representation and that would provide
a final computer program. output tlnai could. be applied koward Wh@

~0U~j_m3 evaluation of these particular structural Ioadingsfl in the

sane manner as was provided in [2] and [3].

The vibrato?y stzmctural loads are determined by considering
the ship skruckuze to ‘be zn. elastic bealm with nonuniform. n.ass and

elastic beam with its iength. The equations representing this

kype of model have been presented prsvio~sly in [1] , and they are

given below- as:
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where p = p(x) is the sum of the ship mass and the added mass at
a section; z represents the vertical elastic deflection: c is
the damping ~oefficient; V is the shear force; and P(x,t) is the
local input force due to s~ip-wave interaction.

(2)

where M is the bending moment~ Ir is the mass moment of inertia of
a section~ and y is a deformation angle, with the last term on the
right in Equation (2) representing the rotary inertia.

(3)

is the fundamental elastic equation, with EI the bending flexural
rigidity.

aZe Vs
— = - —
ax KAG+Y

(4)

relates the bending and shear effects, where KAG is the vertical
shear rigidity.

These partial differential equations were considered in [11,
where different possible procedures for solution were examined for
the case of an impulsive force localized in the bow region (the
problem of bow-flare slamming). Since the output in time history
form was desired, for a relatively higher frequency phenomenon
relative to the direct wave system and its slowly-varying ship
responses, the various methods of direct solution of the partial
differential equations by conversion into ordinary differential-
difference equations, breaking up the beam into a large number of
nodal segments, etc. were found to be inapplicable to the simulation
requirements. This was based upon limitations inherent in the
computer components, problems of computational “stability” of the
solutions, as well as the basic desire to obtain solutions at rates

significantly faster than real–time (see [1] for a detailed dis-
cussion of these different aspects of computer simulation) .

The method that was applied in [11 for treating the general
problem of vibratory structural responses was to use a modal model
to represent the basic ship beam structure, with ne9~ect of rotarY
inertia (which should have a negligible effect for the present class
of ap~lications) . The different variables in the equations are
repr~=ented in

m

Ze(x,t) =
E
i=l

product form as

m

ql(t)xi(x~ #
M(x,t) =

E
qi(t)Mi(x)

i=l



(5)

vJx, t) = ~ qi(t)v~ (x)

i=l i

where X. [x) is khe normal mode shape of the i
th

mode. Using the
results~of a separation of variables method of solution for the
unforced beam motion solukion as a basis, the forced motion responses
were found to be represented by

— . .
Piqi -I-Cji + Kiqi = Qi(t)

where [L(2

/

(6)

(7)

since c/P is assumed to be constant along the ship (at least for
the structural damping contribution) ,

Ki = L@i (9}

with wi the natural frequency of the i
th

mode (in rad./sec.) , and
~L/2

Qi(t) = i ~(x,t)xi(X) dx (10)
1

The representation of the bending moment spatial weight–
ing is given by

where the position x is tihe location at which the bending ~mo,ment
is desiredr witih x=O the midship location tiaken as the coordinate
origin and all inkegrakions over the ship length extending from
~. -~/~ (stern) ~0 ~ - L/~ (b~~)~ The expression in Equatiion (11)
is based upon consideri~-g the main contribution to the bending
rmmeut ko arise from the resulting inertial loads along the hull
F.ue to the vibratory deflections~ including the fluid inertial force
associated with the added mass.
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The solution of Equation (6) is to be obtiained for each
mode, and then weighted in accordance with the particular mode
shape or related spatial function? as indicated In Equation (5)
where all responses are represented as the sum of the individual
responses excited in the different modes of vibration,, However
in actual practice, for the ship responses considered herein~ the
first mode of vibration is most predominant with only a negligible
contribution from the higher modes, thereby simplifying the
cornputa~ional requirements. In order to carry out the compu’cer
simulation by this method it is necessary to establish procedures
for determining the natural frequencies and mode shapes (elgenvalue~
and eigenfunctions) associated with. a ship structure,, and. also the
technique for representing and/or determining the local input forces
due to ship-wave interaction.

The determination of the nat~ral frequencies and mode shapes
of a ship structures represented as a.free–free beam, is carr$ed
out by adapting the available results of the U. S. Navy Generalized
Bending Response Code (GBWI) , as described in [S1. When j.nput
data in the form of the distribution of inertial and structural
properties (such as bending stiffness, shear stiffness, etic.) is
given, a digital computer program based on Equations (1)-(4) will

provide the desired oukput. The digi-~al computer program described
in [8] was obtained and converted for use on the CDC 6600 digital
computer, and a check on the results was obtained by comparing
the output for the first mode frequency and mode shaps of the KJSS
ESSEX with that given in [91, which was used in the work Of [1].
very good agreement was obtained in that case, and hence a useful
tool for determining ship natural frequencies and mode shapes is
thus available as one element for use in treating problems of ship
structural response in waves.

The evaluation of the exkernal forcing function is another
problem, and that depends upon the basic cause of the particular
type of vibratory loading under consideration. In the case of be-w
flare slamming treated in [1] , the force considered as the input
to excite vibratory response was due to nonlinear variations in
buoyancy and inertial forces, over and above those used in the
linear ship motion analysis. The instantaneous immersion and
relative velocity of khe various ship sections determines the
buoyancy and fluid momentum values, using tabulated values of
sectional area and added mass obtained from a previous off-line
computation (see [1]). In the case of slamming that involves
bottom impact when bow sections re-enter the water after @me~-
sionr the force computation also involves determination of non-
linear variations of added buoyancy and inertial contributions
that are related to instantaneous values of section immersion
and relative velocity, acceleration, etc. AS a result, in both
of these cases, it is necessary to obtain time history represefita-
tions of the different linear ship motions necessary for evalua-
ting the different force terms described above.

This is accomplished by means of a convolution integral
operation in the time domain, where the encountered wave motion
time history at a reference point relative to the ship is the
input data that is operated upon with a weigh-ting functiion kernel.
The kernel function is obtained as the Fourier transform of the
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frequency response function for the variable of interest, e.g.
in the case of pitch motion the time history is given by

(12)

J . m

where h (t) is the encountered wave motion time history (present
and pas!! record) ,

(13)

is tihe pitch kernel function, and the pitch frequency response to
a unit sinusoidal wave (as measured at a point xl ahead of the
origin of coordinates on tihe ship) is given by

in terms of amplitude (relative to wave amplitude a] and phase
(06, relative to the2$oordinate origin, with the correction to xl
in terms of F(tie] = ~ represented as a function of u for a fixed
forward speed). These procedures are described and illustrated in
[11 for a particular ship case, and other illustrations of khis
method as well as extensions to determine further aspects of time
domain computations are given in [10] .

All of these operations axe based on application of digital
computers to carry out the evaluation of the frequency responses,
kernel functions, etc., as well as the evaluation of the convolution
integral operation on a wave motion time history input to produce
output time histories of the desired motion, etc. The digital
computer would then provide the necessary hydrodynamic force time
history, serving as a function generator essentially, in a hybrid
computer simulation procedure where the analog computer portion
would provide the solution of the elastic response equation in
modal form given by Equation (6). The required hybrid linkage
elemer~’cssuch as A-D converters, D-A converters, etc. ~ together
with a noise generato~ and wave spectrum shaping filter, when added

to the digital and analog computers described abovefl form the
compleke hybrid computer simulation system that was proposed and

applied in [1] with good success.

Considering the greater generality and availability of large
digital computers, as well as the fact that the slowly-varying wave-
indUced bending moments as well as frequency response functions of
ship motions required for vibrakory responses are fo-urd b~i use of
large digital computers, khe possibility of solvtng for khe vibratory
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structural responses in time history form on such computers would be
a useful simplification of computational requirements. One possible
approach would be to evaluate the closed form solution of Equation
(6), which would be expressed as

I
t

Qi(T) -%(t-T)
qi(t) = — e sin ki(t-~)d~

o Ai;i

where

Ai (416)

which is the solution for the initial conditions qi(0)=~. (0)=0.
However a much simpler method of solution is available when re-
cognizing that the differential equation in Equation (6) can be
represented as a recursive digital filter~ as illustrated in [111 I
where the term “recursive” implies that the computation of the
output is an explicit function of previous outputs and inputs. The
general second order difference equation for this system is

(17)q(nT)=A1q(nT-T) +A2q(nT-2T)+G (nT)

where T is the sampling period and the coefficients Al and A2 are
related to the coefficients in Equation (6).

Tn order to check the capability of this digital model to
represent the required solutions, the case with coefficients
corresponding to the first mode of the KISS ESSEX treated in [11
was established with an input function represented by the output
of bandpass filtered white noise signal. A pulse was applied to
this noise signal (which contained frequencies substantially
lower than the representative second order dynamic system) , and
the response was obtained simultaneously from an analog computer
and from a digital computer operating with the required A-D and D-A
converters necessary for computing and display purposes. .Repre-
sentative output signals from both computers? as well as the input
signal used, are shown in Figure 1 where it can be seen that the
digital simulation is essentially the same as the results of analog
simulation. This simple experiment was performed an a small
digital computer (PDP–S) using a sampling rate of 12/sec., thereby
indicating an expectation of excellent digital simulation by this
technique when using a larger (and faster, more accurate~ etc.)
digital computer.

The application of the methods described in this section to
the different types of vibratory structural responses of a ship
in waves is presented in the following sections of this report.
The particular force mechanism proposed, the metlnod of time-domain
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representation, and the results obtained are described separately

for each type of response phenomenon. All necessary simulation

techniques used are described together with information on the

time requirements as compared to the extent of real time simulated.

-L%-

digital . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

A ,-+
W’-J

“0,.. , ,., s, ,1,.., ,.,.,

Fig. 1. Comparison of Output Sig-

nals from Analog and Oig -

ital Computer Simulations

APPLICATION TO BOW FLARE SLAMMING

The case of bow flare slamming has previously been treated

in [1 ] , and the present set of computer experiments is being carried

out in order to judge the capabilities of a pure digital simulation

of the bending moment due to the effects of large bow flare , where

the treatment here is restricted to the case of head seas. The

input force is made up of two terms , an inertial term represented by

Pl(x, t) = - ~ (iiniwr) (18)

where the operator

D .L

m at
-v&,

with V the ship forward speed, iii is the additional added mass

at a section that is determined f~~m the instantaneous immersion
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geometry of the ship section after subtracting out the added mass

determined from the still water (linear theory) reference geometry,

and Wr is the relative velocity at the section, given by

w = ; +x; -Vt? - Wo(x, t)
r

(19)

The rigid body motions z and 8 (and their derivatives) are

determined from linear theory solutions (see [21 ) , and wo(x, t)

is the wave orbital velocity given by

2nac
Wo(x, t) = =+ = - ~

~ [X+ (v+’El

r-~~ 2 (20)

for the present head sea case (illustrated here for sinusoidal

waves) , where c is the wave propagation speed. The force due

to buoyancy, denoted as P2 (x, t) , is represented by

P2(x, t) = Pginl, (zr; x) (21)

where ~ is the additional cross-sectional area at a section due

to the ~! fference between the area corresponding to the instant-

aneous submerqed portion of the ship section and that corresponding

to the still waterline:,, after eliminating the linear buoyancy force

terms , The quantity AnL is determined, for a particular ship

section, as a function of the relative immersion change

z =z+xo -
.r

rl (X, t) (22)

and it is expressed as

x =A-.A + B*zr
n P. 0

(23)

where A is the instar.taneous submerged area of a section, A is

the area up to the still waterline , and B*Z corresponds to”the

linear spring rate that is included in the ~etermination of tb. e

direct wave-induced rigid body motions and the wa~,e–induced vertic-

al bending moment (B’* .is local beam) .
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The computations illustrating bow flare slamming are made

for the LSS ESSEX, using the previously determined frequency re-
sponse characteristics and resulting kernel functions for relative

immersion and relative immersion velocity obtained in the work of
[1]* These quantities were determined for a 13.8 knot forward
speed and the reference position at which the waves were measured
(the lccation of xl) was taken at 30 ft. ahead of the ship PP. This
location was sufficiently far forward so that the kernel functions
had no significant magnitude for negative values of their argument,
which is necessary for producing a kernel function that would allow
evaluation of instantaneous conditions without any time lags, i.e.
the operation takes place only on present and past values of the
wave motion time history. Illustrations of the frequency responses
and time domain kernel functions for this case are given in [1],
where a time domain representation is also available in the form
of a convolution integral for the slowly-varying bending moment
d~re~~~y induced by the ~aves- This quantity is represented by

Mw(t) =
I

%$t)nm(k)d~

where KM(t) is found as the Fourier transform of the bending momen~
frequency response (i.e. amplitude and phase).

The wave record that is used in the digital simulation is
obtained by initially constructing a digital filter that wou~d
produce a fit to the form of power spectral density functions that
represent the wave spectrum as encountered by the ship when moving
forward at speed, i.e. a spectrum in terms of the frequency of
encounter m . A sequence of random numbers that represent the
equivalent ~f white noise is passed through this filter to -produce
the desired representation of the wave spectrum, in accordance with
the procedures described in [12] to produce pseudo-random sequences
with limite3 bandwidth that represents a simulation of the wave
random process. This method of fit to the wave spectrum matches the
general form, the location of the frequency of maximum spectral
power, and the rms value (or significant height) of the resulting
time history.

The nonlinear hydrodynamic forces were determined and applied
at four points of the twenty beam segments making UP the USS ESSEX.
They were applied at the midaoints of each of the first four seg-
ments (stations 19~, l_8~, 17~ and 16~) with the appropriate weight-
ing in terms of the mode shape according to Equation (10) . Computer
runs were made to simulate the bending moment !cesponses using a
CDC 6600 digital computer, where the runs were made for a very severe

sea stateg viz. Sea State 9 ‘which corresponded to a wind speed of
50 knots. Separate outputs were obtained on the computer for -the
midship bending moments due to waves and due to bow flare slamming
(for the bending moment at midship). The outpuk for the bow flare
slam-induced bending moment was taken ‘cohe that due to the first
mode respor,se on~y, and all other higher modes were neglected i-n
accordance with previous results indicating validity oz this proce-
dure in 11].
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The output in the form of time histories of the wave-induced
midship bending moment and the total bending moment (surrof wave-
induced and bow flare slam-induced bending moments) is shown in
Figure 2 together with the wave record corresponding to this Sea
Stake 9. A relatively short time interval of only 17 seconds is
illustrated in Figure 2 since the computations were carried out in
order to correspond to every 0.5 seconds of real time, and extensive
plotting is required for a relatively short time extent. Howeverr

the figure amply illustrates the presence of the large slamming
effect evidenced by the bending moment response due to the “whipping”
associated with the large bow flare slamming. While this is a very
severe case, the capability of representing this response with a
digital computer is amply illustrated by these results. The magnitude
of the maximum total bending moment double amplitude at midship,
corresponding ~ to the 78 ft. significant height of the waves, was found
to be 5 x 10 ft.-tons, which is larger in &his case than the values
obtained in the earlier work in [1]. This was due to a more precise
inclusion of the effects of the spatial derivative term in the inertial
force defined in Equation (18], i.e. the term corresponding to V+t
which produces results that are closer to available model test
data for this condition. The good agreement in overall character-
istics of response? as well as the magnitude obtained in [1] and
the present simulation results as compared to model test data, shows
that the simulation provides generally good prediction of expected
structural responses of ships in waves when experiencing bow flare
slamming.

50

?
z o

--+ ‘e’+---

Fig. 2. Midship Bending Moment Time Histories, USS ESSEX,
V = 13.8.kt.s.,Sea State 9

In carrying out the various computia-kional steps required to
evaluate the bending moment time histories for particular sample
sea statesl some of the associated compl~tations can be considered
separately from the actual evaluation Qf the total bending moment
(sum of wave-induced and bow flare slam-induced effects) per se. Thus
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the computation of the structural mode s-hape and frequency, the
kernel functions for relative immersion and velocity, the deter-
mination of the tabulated values of buoyancy and added mass, the wave
spectrum filter, etc. can be carried out just once for any particular
ship at a given forward speed since these quantities are then uni–
versal for those particular conditions. Once they are established,
the actual time history of bending moments is then determined by
the procedures discussed previously in this report. With the fre-
quency response characteristics already determined by means of the
digital computer procedure described in [2] and [3], all of the
basic computed data and functions listed above ,can be obtained in
a time period of approximately 3(J seconds on the CDC 6600 computer.
The computation time required for determining the total midship
vertical bending moment, which iS the sum of the wave-induced and
bow flare slam-induced bending moments, is reduced significantly
such that the computation proceeds at a rate equivalent to 170 times
faster than real time (based on evaluation corresponding to every
0.05 sec. of real time) . This is a significant increase in computer
simulation capability such that rapid assessment of bending ~Loment

eharacteristics~ including this type of slamming phenomenon, can be
obtained simply and rapidly (hence at small cost) . Thus a useful
todfor design and analysis of ship structural response is available
via computer simulation for this case, as compared to model testing
and/or full scale tests. A flow chart illustrating the various pro-
cedures used in computing time histories of bending moments due to
wave action and due to slamming is shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Flow Chart for the Calcu-
lation of Slamming and
Wave Bending Moment Time
Histories



APPLICATION TO BOTTOM IMPACT SLA.l@lING

The usual condition known as slamming for ships in a seaway
is associated with the emersion of the how region from the water
and its subsequent immersion upon recentering the water~ with an
associated impact force acking on the ship during the Initial phase
of its re-entry. Most studies of slaming phenomenon have been
primarily concerned with the aspects of the localized pressnre pulses
acting on portions of the bow [e.g. 1131), which would be responsible
for local damage. However, th~ concern in the present investigation
is the resulting vertical bending moment associated with the struc-
tural response of the ship, as measured for reference purposes at
midships. The basic method of analysis will be the modal technique
described previotisly in this report~ with the lmai~ disti~nction fo.Y

this particular application being the method of representation and
computation of the excit%fig forces PIx,t) due to ship-wave interaction.

The occurrence of slamming is associated with. the bow region

leaving the water and then re-enterirq at a sufficiently high
velocity, which would produce a high frequency local acceleration

at the bow as well as local pressure fluctuations and resulting
whipping variations superimposed on the slowly-varying direct wave-

induced bending moment. The time extent of the impact is relatively

short , and particular full scale data such as tha~ in [141 for the

SS WOLVERINE STATE (a ship previously treated in [1], [2], and [7]
for wave-induced beading moments) indicates a time d.~~~t~~i~ ex&nd-

incj up to the orde~ of 0.ZF sec. The basic mecha~.ism for creating

the impact force in the bow region is then associated with “he rapid.

variation of effec-ks ‘Mat would contribute a local vertiical force
variation during rz-entqr and ‘chat may be ascribed to both an added

13a.myancyas well as an ifiertial force. The local addei! buoyancy

force can be represented as
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themselves are found to be generally well represented by linear
theory in spite of the fact that a porkion of the ship may come
out of the water.

Since the time interval for generating the impact force
is relatively small in a real time sense, the time increment of
solution must be reduced in order to adequately represent the
phenomena that take place. However~ this would tend to increase
computation time and reduce the advantage of higher speed rela-
tive ‘co real time occurrence, although the possible extent of
reduction is not known until much more experience is obtained
via a large degree of computer simulation experimentation. In
order to carry out some of the initial experiments on bottom
impact slamming a time increment (corresponding to a real time
solution interval] of 0.25 sec. was chosen~ and a method establish-
ed for predicting fie possible occ”~rrence of a slam by means of

extrapolating present position of a ship section above the instant-
aneous water surface until a re-entry was expected (using the

value oE the relative vertical velocity at the present instant
of computed output) . The variation of the local force components
p and P2 defined by Equations (25) and (26) was determined during
t~e time interval between re-entry and the next time step in the
computation, which would then be a total time interval of 0.25 sec.
or less, with a check always being made as to whe-kher the actual
re-entry condition was achieved in order to include the proper
foxce time history.

The iner ial force component was determined, in regard to
5the aperation —, by determining incremental differences in the

value of the p$&duct ~w and dividing by the time interval. A
more Qetailed determination of the force contribution due ‘co the

—(mwr) COUM be obtained by means of the following:‘erm at

= ii

where an assumption of
int~aval is assumed in

(27)

smaller time steps wit!nin the At = 0.25 sec.
order to allow for the more accurate value

of & that is available from data that has already been tabulated
(at !7_ft. intervals), while assuming a relatively constant value
of Wr during these intervals and also -tak~:g the longer time step
(i.e. 0.25 sec.) in the determination OX r . However, much more
extensive logic in the computer program ~ is required in that case~
and that appzoach was deferred to future investigations and computer
experiments of greater extent than the p~esent feasibility study.

The determination of time histories of the local forces is
only carried out for one additional time step (0.25 sec.) beyond
the interval during which tine xc-entry of the ship section occurs,
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so that the total force input time history extent is at most 0.5
sec. , which is considered to be sufficient to zepresent the impact
time history associated with this t-ype of slanvnin.gpheno~menon.
While this selection of time may be som?what arbitxary~ and raises
the question of possibly too large a time extent of the impact
force as well as associated errors in the resulting bending moment,
a simple analysis illustrates the salient features of structural
response that reduces the prospects of large errors dtie to this
disturbance time extent selection.

The modal analysis method represents the inputi force in
a weighted form given by the function Q. (t) defined by Equation (10)
with P(x,t) = Pl(x,t) + P2(x,t]. A clo~ed form solution for ‘Lhe
response q. (t) IS given by Equation {15) ~ which can be expanded
into the flmn

With Qi(~) only having a pulse-like value for a short period of
time, say te~ 0.5 sec.~ the integrals in Equation (28) extend only
for o-~t , and with small system damping t-m effect of the exponential
is negl!?gible. Thus the integral terms represent the effective
~o~rie~ components Of the pulse-like force Q. (t) dtl~inq the ii.me
extent te~wit:h the Fourier compon.en.tsbeing those associated with
the frequency U. (since A.=:i for small damping as shown in Equation
(16)) and its higher harrii?h~cs (which would be negligible). Ji~~7

contributions from a longer time extent for the Qi(ti) function w-ould
be expected to reflect the infl:aence of mo-kioas associate< with ‘cfie
lower frequency -wave-induced effects since the ship will have pene-
trated sufficiently far intc the waker thzk no significant changes

in added mass and buoyancy would be occucring at a fast rate. The

Fourier components at frequency Ui wo7dM Pot be affected signif3caD.tLy

by such focce terms and hence no @preciable input to the final

response will occur. The response of the system defined by
Eqnation (28) is then a slowly decaying traii=ient at tihemodal
frequency Mi ~ which is charac’ieristic of the skmctmal vibrc:tory

responses drie to sb.mming~ -with tb.e response mafnly 59 t-he firsti

mode, as mentioned pre17iously.
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grals to obtain time histories of relative immersion, etc . The

wave measurement reference point was located 35 ft. ahead of the

ship FP , and the required information to determine the local forces

was obtained for the first 4 stations of the ship in the bow region

(stations 1-4) , with the ship assumed to be divided into 20 stations.

The first mode frequer.cy was selected as u

4

= 9.42 rad. /sec.,

corresponding to the full scale data repor ed in [14] . The mode

shape was taker. to be a simple parabolic curve that was similar

to that previously computed for another Mariner–class ship, as

given in [15] . The damping is made up of a structural damping

term, as well as a term associated with the spatial variation of

ackied mass , using the values of the added mass valid for high

frequencies . This is based upon the negligible influence of damp-

ing due to wave generation e!t the structural mode frequencies , and

the application of results of ship motion strip theory (see [2] and

[4]). Values of structural damping are obtained from Fig. 2 of

[4] , so that the damping parameter Ci in Equation (6) is defined

by

L/2

dA’33

dx
Xi) (x)dx (29)

J_L/2

!’he=-@. A’ 33
is ‘&e local sectional vertical added mass (determined

In this case for the high frequency limit) . The value of total

damping for the present case (first model response) was found to

be 1 = 0.13, with the structural damping portion corresponding to

0.0:4.

An analysis of the wave- j.mcluced midship bending moment for

the WOLVERINP; STATE in the frequency domain (by using the methods

and results of [2] > yields the response amplitude operator (ampli-

tude of bending moment per unit wave amplitude) given in Figure 4

for this case. The powe!: spectrum of this bending moment resulting

from assuming a wave spectrum, corresponding to Sea State 7 is

shown in Figure 5 (wit!! total spectral area = 02, where o is

the rms value) , with a resul. ta]-,t rm,s bending moment value of

3.55 x lo’+ ft.-tons. The amplltude response in Figure 4, together

with phase in fol-m,a Lio.n, was used ,Jo Obtain the kernel function fOr

the wave-induced r,emlinq moment. This allows gerleration of time

domain records o< this bending moment component for a given wave

recorii .I.rlpt; t that could be compared with the slam-induced bending

moment ti tme ?,isv. ories via the computicr simulation technique de-

s cr i.k,,s<: ;A>o v<:..
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Fig. 4. Midship Wave-Induced Bending

Moment Resoonse AmDl itude

Operator, ~S WOLVERINE STATE,

V’ = 12 kts. , Head Seas

Fig. 5. Midship Wave-Induced Bending Mo-

ment Power Spectrum, SS WOLVERINE

;~ ‘TAT”v=12‘t’”’ ‘e’‘ta’e 7

Fig. 6. Time Histories of

Bending Moments and

Associated Forces,

WOLVERINE STATE, V =

12.0 kts. , Sea State 7
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in order to p~-operly obtai~.the high frequency responses of the
sys”t@n2J and it was also the basis for determining the responses due
to bow-f2are slamming treated in the previous section.

A typical out~ut is shown in Figure 6, which provides a
ti~me history of the wave <as measured 35 ft. ahead of the ship) ,
the wave induced bending nmmenti, and the bending moment due to
slamming. S3n.ce the system has relatively small damping the re-
szlks of ezrlier slams aye not sufiicientily decayedr and there is
ofken a mixture of contributiion.s to the total slam output. The
data in Figure 6 alSO shows the se~arate contributions of the two
20rce terms at station 2 which con~ribute toward the slanj response
ip. ~his easee The resuiks obtained for the bending moments associated
with the bottrxm impact slam are much. too IaugeJ since they are the
same order o:E magnitude as the wave-induced bending moments and that
<.s nO~ ~he expe~i&~Ce generally in~icatfsd irl the resfilts of [14] .
However khe relative vertical velocities in the bow req<on associated
with the occurrence ~f slam.ing were found to be iz the range of

12-20 fkm/sec., which is in general agreement with such results in
[14]”
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APPLICATION TO SPRINGING

When considering the case of springing. the assumption is
made that there is negligible influence of the ship rigid body
motions on this particular phenomenon and that the external force
acting on the vibratory system is only that due to the ‘waves in
their interaction with the ship. T’h.elocal wave force acting on
a section of the ship, which represents the force P(x,t) in the
model equation model,

P(x,t) =

where

is given by

(30)

(32)

The quantity N’ is the local sectional vertical damping force
coefficient, a~d ~ is the mean section draft that is approximated
by

Fi=Hc
s (34)

where H is the local section draft and C is the local section area
coefficient. This expression is obtaine~ from [21 and represents
the result of the usual technique of strip theory to express the
vertical wave force acting on a ship.

In determining the quantity Qi(t) defined in Equation (10)
it is necessary to weight the wave farces in terms of the mode
shape and then integrate the result over the ship length. The
computations must be carried out over a range of wave lengths that
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would extend Ciowrito small values relative to the ship length in
order to excite the higher frequencies that correspond to the ship
structural modes, with the main influence being that of the first
mode of vibratian, as discussed previously. The particular require-
ments for carrying out such an integration in an accurate fashion
by numerical means~ as well as the results of application to a
specific ship case, will be discussed in a later portion of this
section of the report.

In order to obtain time histories for the case of springing,
it would be necessary to obtain values of the wave time history
and its next two time derivatives at various stations along the
hull, with proper representation of the phase differences due to
location. All of these terms must be related to the initial single
wave motion time history as measured at a reference point ahead of
the ship, and this would require at least one kernel function for
each station (assuming 20 stations for the ship) as well as the
requirements of a highly oscillatory kernel function for represent–
ing only a phase shift frequenq response(see [16]). When coupled
with the different spatial variations due to differing geometry
at each of the stations along the ship, the computational complexity
associated with this procedure is very evident. In order ‘copro-
ceed with a time domain representation of the springing response,
it is then necessary to directly obtain frequency responses for
the bending moment associated with the springing, which is obtained
from the frequency response representation of the basic modal
Tesponse ~ i.e. Equation (6). This will produce a resulting kernel
function for the bending moment due +o springing, which ~S expected
t-oreflect the sharply tuned vibratory response associated with a
lig~~ly damped second order differential equation.

The solution for the vibratory response in the frequency
domain is obtained by representing the forcing function Q, (t) in
the form

Q (t) ~ ~ ~j~eti
i o

so that the steady state solutiion

~oej met

qi =
K -u 2~.+jm C
iel e i

+

(35)

of Equation (6) is given by

in complex form, from which the amplitude and phase can be obtained
as a function of the frequency u . It can be easily sho-wn that
this solution leads to the same %alytical result for the vertical
elastic deflection as given in [4]. The midship bending moment is
given by the present analysis as

M~=-(u.2
1

I

X!l(x)xidx”qi(t) (37}

-L/ 2
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where the significant response is given only for i=l, corresponcl–
ing to the first mode of vibration of the ship structiurefland this
form can be expressed in terms of an amplitude and phase r~lative
to a wave time history reference at a particular location with
respect to the ship.

An application of this ap~roach was made for a ship selected

to represent a 200,000 dwt. tanker which was hsed on the Series 6!3,
block coefficient 0.80, form i2ia-Lwas pr~v<ously analyzed for wave-
induced bending moments in [2]. The ship had a displacement of
250,000 tons, with a length of 1,100 ft. and other geometric para–
meters corresponding to that particular Series 60 sb.i~pform. The
first mode natural frequency was selected as U)l= 3.0 rad./sec.,
and the mode shape was tiaken to correspond to -dne same basic para–
bolic form as used for the WOLVERINE STATE (obtained from [15]) but
properly scaled to correspond to the dimensions of the ship selected,
The forward speed was assumed to correspond to Froude No. = 0.15,
which was a speed of 16.7 knots.

The wave force def~-ned by Equation (30) was determined for
a series of waves corresponding to the range 0.06<u<2.265~ thereby
covering the normal rigid body ship response regi~n-as well as the
range of short waves that would have encounter frequencies close
to first vibration mode frequency. The computations of P{x,t) were
carried out by the use of the digital computer prngram in [31, using
the complete frequency-dependent coefficient values determined from
that program for each frequency (,athigher frequencies the expected
limits of the various coefficient terms such as N’ and A’ were
properly obtained). ;3

The integration over the shifi lenqt , with the
mode shape weighting X (x), to produce the function Ql(t) defined

Ain Equation (10) was c rried out using Filon’s method of integration
[17] in order to properly account for the influence of the short
waves relative to the station spacing corresponding to a 20 station
representation.

The analysis described above for the case of springing is
based on the modal response model, with the resulting bending moment
due to springing represented by Equation (37). This result is ob-
tained for the general case where it is assumed that responses are
characterized directly in terms of a sum of separate results at each
of the modal frequencies, as a result of transient impulsive inpnts~
and that form is also inherent in the results of the analysis in [5].
A simple examination of the consequence of the present analysis,
as well as those exhibited in [5], shows a significant peak in the
springing bending moment frequency response in the region where verti-
cal ship motions are usually present. Since such motions have been
neglected in the present case, there is a question as to the
significance and validity of any large response indicated at
those frequencies due to the springing phenomenon, which would
not be expected to excite structural modes zt the lower frequencies
where wave-induced bending moments and ship motions are predominant.

An examination of the results for the problem of springing
given in [4] shows a somewhat different behavior in the low frequency
range, since tihe inerkial reactions associated with tb,e ship skruc–
tural deflection accelerations introduce terms proportional to LIJe2
which significantly reduce any possible contribution at the low-
frequencies (while still neglecting the ship rigid body motions).
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Vlhile the influence of such an inertial reaction at frequencies
higher than the Zirst mode resonance would tend to amplify the
bending moment response for this mode somewhati, the oscillatory
decay at higher frequencies of the wave excitation forces Q. (t) in
the deflection representation given by Equation (36) will r~duce
the springing bending moment response significantly in this higher
frequency range. Thus the form of th~ frequency response for the
midship bending moment due to springing should be more properly
represented by

Po

I

J-L/2

with a rapid asymptiokic ~ecay in frequency beyond the first mode
v~lue. The precise forr, of the wave excitation forces represented
by P(x,ti) and the resulting Q (t) is not known, although the value
given by Equation (30] is use & here an~ ha. also been applied in !4]
and [5]. Tt is known that a rapid decay of” these quantities with-
frequency will occur, so that the f?equency response form beyond
the first mode resonance will not be significantly altered. 4.more
,ComPlete di~~ussion and ana~vsis of ‘W”avefOrc@s fOr short wav@~enGtlns

rel;tive to the ship
this report.

I&ngth ~till be given in the next section of -

response functions were determined from Equations
the damping value for this case corresponded
the amount 0.098 due to structural damping.
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.e rad./.,c.

Fig. 8. Midship Wave-Induced Bending
Moment Response Amplitude
Operator, 200,000 dwt. Tanker,
V = 16.7 ktS.
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Fig. 7. Midship Springing Bending Moment
Response Amplitude Operator,
200,000 dwt. Tanker, V = 16.7 kts.
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Fig. 9. Kernel Function for Midship
Springing Bending Moment,
200,000 dwt. Tanker, V = 16.7 kts.
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10. Kernel Function for Wave-Induced Midship
Bending Moments, 200,000 dwt. Tanker,
V = 16.7 kts.
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11. Midship Bending Moment Time Histor:es,
200,000 dwt. Tanker, V = 16.7 kts.

the study to properly handle the higher fre–
quencies present in the spiingi~g ~heri&ena. The tire= histories
s~ow~ in Figure 11 clearly demonstrate the expected sharply tuned
vibratory response associated with springing. The correctness of
the magnitude of these moments can be ascertained by a comparison
OZ the rms values obtain-cd by an analysis of the time histories
over a sufficiently long period of time with the rms values ob–

tiained from the areas under their respective power spectza. The
power spectra used in this comparison is based on the wave generat–
ing dig~t.al filter rsther than on av. idealized wave spectra~ since
khe purpase of the comparison is to validate the feas~hility of

using this technique of simulating the time history wave induced
bending moment and springing bending moment experienced by ship
in a random sez. The rms values of the wave-induced bending moment
are 1.3 x 105 ft .-tons and 1.5 x 105ft-.-_Lons from the time lqi.story
analysis and frequency domain analysisf respectively. The corres-
ponding rms values for tine springing bending moment are 4.4 x 105
f“i.-”kcnsand 4.1 x 105 ft.-tons. This close aqreemen-t demonstrates
the feasibility of using the time domain zepresentiation of the
springing rssponse. The fact that the springing respofise has the

.—
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larger rms value is solely the result of the fall-off characteristics
of the particular digital filter chosen for the study. A more
exact digital filter representing the true wave spectra is easily
obtainable if extreme resolution in duplicating frequency character–
is-tics is required in this range.

Another feature of this time domain analysis is the fact
that only two convolution integrals are required for the simulation.
As a result, the computation of response time histories can be
run 150 times faster than real time. The flow chart representing
the computational procedures used in this time history= simulation
for bending moments due to springing and wave-induced (low fre-
quency) effects is given in Figure 12.

@ @lwnatural modes
local wave force,
frequency response

Eq. (36)

& (38)
M
w
r

M
.

Y

Fourier
Transf ornkz

+——– lb% ———

*

M,(t) , Mw[t)

Flow Chart for the Calculation
of Springing and Wave Bending
Moment Time Histories

FORCE AT HIGH TRIZQUENCY

As mentioned previously, as well as in the work of [~]
and [5]~ the dependence of springing response on the wave force
distribution along the ship hull in the high frequency range where

this phenomenon occurs requires afi.examination of these forces
in that range. The force expression used. is valid for wavelengths

that are of the order of the ship length KL=OU)) ~ where

~=~=uz
— ] znd hence large compared to the cross sectional

dime~siom~ (see [1811 and f19]) , while the imPOrtan~ wave~engkbs
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in the case of springing are Of the order of the ship beam Or
draft.

In order ‘Lo obtain further insight into the possible varia-
tion of the force at high frequencies, a limited analysis was
carried out to derive the wave force under the initial assumption
of high frequency. The analysis is restricted to the case of zero
f@rward speed, for simplicitiy~ a~.d the assumption of treating a
two-dimensional problem in the cross-flow plane for head seas is
made. ‘This latter assumption is based upon the form OC the wave
pote~~~al and associated” interaction potential heifig proportional
to e alorq the hull, W-hich has already been shown to be appli-
cable for submerged bodies in short waves (kR=O (l); with R the
radius) . The problem is established in the two-dimensional cross-
flow plane for a simple body, viz. a circler as shown in the
sketch below

‘F’

TX’
The incident wave potential is represented by

+W
= aceky’ei(kx-uk)

z ‘plane

(39)

where kk~ x-coordinate is along the body length (to be distinguished
from the x’ -coordinate in the body
sional Lajphce equation is assumed
potential 4, and this is solved by
into another planer i.e. by use of

$ = 0; yl = 0, outside

sket& above) . The two-dimen-
to apply for the cross–flow
initially mapping the flow KegIon
the mappinq t~ansformation

the body (40)

for the high frequency case. The vertical velocity on the cir-
cular boundary is known, from the wave potential,

b+
= akc e

i(kx–ut}ekRsin 6
‘==’

using the polar coordinate form in the z’-plane. Thus a mixed
boundarv value problem is established for the disturbance potential
~, and ‘this is solved by initially mapping the flow region into
another planeP i.e. by use of the mapping transformation

(42)

.
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The velocities in the two planes are related by

where the primed (’} quantities are those in the C-plane? and the
resulting boundary value problem for the Laplace equation in this
plane is shown in the sketch below

n’
~-plane

$=0 V’=V(G) , given
E

-R

OIL the plate c= ~, where IE\iR, so that V’=V, which is exp~e~sed bY

(44)

The mixed boundary value problem can be converted inko a
singular integral equation by applying Green’s theorem; leading to
the Poisson formula for the half-plane, and that in turn by dif-
ferentiation and integration operations with respect to the vari-
ables ~i and <can be shown to lead to the equation

w-here d is a constant. The solution of this equation, assuming
it is bounded at both ends (-R and R) , is given by

which is expressed by

(45]
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since

d

(see [20] for
tions ).

R

du

m(u-~) ‘
o

–F.

(48)

discussion of solutions of singular integral equa–

The vertical force acting on the section is given by

(49)

where the part due to $ represents -the direct incident wave force,
which is primarily hydr~static, while the part due to $ is the effect
of wave-body interaction. Using the previous expressions and carry-
ing out the indicated integration of the pressure represented by
the operations in Equation (49), leads to

The

1
2n

= iPgaRe
i(kx-ut) sin ~ ekR sin9d8

J=

integral can be expressed as

i
Tlj2

Jo

which can be evaluated as

~T/2

(50)

2

1

#R COS~Coscl da = 2–n
[ 1
Il(kR]-L1(kR) (51)

o

-
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where 11 and L are a modified Bessel function and a modified Struve
function, respectively ([21]).

The other force component, due to wave-body interaction, is
given by

which can be reduced to a single integral expression given by

[./2

i~gakR2e i(kx-ut)
‘2=- COS2Q :kR COS6 dG

J-T1/2

= - ipgakllz ei(kx-wt)

[

~o&R)-Lo(kR)

1
-EK

[ J/Il(kR)-Ll(kR)

(52)

The total wave force equal to the sUm of F1 and F2 is “~~e~ giVe~ ~Y

which will be valid for hig’n frequencies according ko the previous
derivation. Another approach ‘was also used to treah tihis particular
problem based on establishing an analysis that -break the hiyh

frequency problem by the method of matched asymptotic expam~ons
[.221, and the same exact result was obtained [231. However the de-
tailed consideration of the effects of high frequency led to an
examine.tion of the phenomena associated W-ith the flow in the region
of the “corners” representing tb.e intersection at the ends Cf the
section h’ith the free surface. The corner problem nust be solved,
subject to a complicated diffe~e~~~a~ eq.~a~io~-~~a~ ~eP~esents ‘he
flow conditions the~e, and that difficult problem must be treated
~p. order ~.c ob~ai~. a complete solution for tlhe pr@SeF.’L CaSe Of
high frequency waves. Since that is beyond the scope of the

present investigation, m further consideration w-as given to that
problem.

-
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terms are all ‘chat must be included for that case because of the
high frequency limit, and they are given by

/P] = 2 gaR~kK- ~~akg~kh

‘[ ]
‘kh 2-: (kR)= pgaRe

where the average draft fox the semicircle is

lTR2/2
Fi.T.

F

(55)

(56)

A comparison of the results of the force amplitude, in non-dimen-
sional form l!?) or 1P), divided by pgaR, is given in Figure 13,
over the range 3<kR<13. This plot indicates that there is not
much difference ~et;een the two results for this simple easer
and hence any integration over a ship length, with variations of

.3

1
———corweniaormlstrip thmry

pYHC”t theory

3 5 7 9 11 13

kR

Fig. 13. Comparison of Theoretical Ex-
pressions for Sectional Nave
Force on a Semicircle

section form and the associated effect of the sinusoidal functions
of kx that are required, w-ill not result in any significant force
differences . The variation in force amplitude for differen~k~ave-
lengths will be mainly manifested by the influence of the e var -
iakion within the integrations, ‘with only a small effect of the
other weiqhtincj functions. This may possibly be altered as a result
of including foriiard speed effects, which would involve more analytic-
al complexity, or by the influence of the corner solution discussed
previously. However na further consideration can be given to this
problem at this time since it is beyond the scope of the present
investigation, and it remains as a task for future detailed studies.
At the present time though it appears that from the known availabk
results,, as shown above, that the strip theorv values for wave
force can
as a more

still be used in the analysis of splinging until such time
comprehensive theory (or results of experiments on high

-
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frequency wave force measurements] shows significant differences
from those values.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

The results obtained in the preceding sections show that
computer simulation techniques can be applied to determine the
vibratory structural responses of ships in waves at a computational
rate significantly faster than that required in the equivalent
real time of the actual ship motion. The resulting time domain
outputs can be displayed for detailed examination tOgetk~ With

information on local force values~ the time history of the refer-
ence waves that are basically responsible for bringing about the

ship response, phase relations~ etc. In addition the time domain
outputs can be continuously processed on-lineJ i.e. simultaneously
while they are being generaked~ in order to provide statistical
measures such as rms values, peak values, level exceedance probabil-
ity~ and other desired properties of a time history record oUtpu’~
just as is presently being done with full scale records fror, sh$ps
at sea (e.g. ~14]), but with the added advantage of ob-kaining the

results at a much fasker rate khan real–time. >.JI Of theSe results
are obtained using a large high speed digital computer with programs
written in the FORTRAN language. Thus a general utility can be
achieved in determining this tiype of structural response by applica-

tion of commercially available general purpose computers rather

than Ix2irq restricted to a particular special purpose coxpubaur or

class of computers (such as hybrfd systems, etc. that were initia~ly

applied in [1]).
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have been mainly concerned with determining local pressure time
histo~-ies at particular points (such as along the centerline, etc. )
or some representation of spatial pressure distributions {with
knowledge of their time history variations), the present problem
requires determining the vertical force time history. The pre-
sence of the “smoothing” effect of spatial integration” which might
be accomplished by analytic means initially. will tend to reduce
the complexity of the computations as well as provide a more
accurate total force representation.

The present computer experiments have demonstrated the
feasibility of obtaining structural responses by the methods
developed herein, and it Ehen remains to apply more precise local
force terms as an input. The most promising physical and mathem-
atical models for such forces must be analyzed to determine their
applicability to this present problem, which must include evaluating
the computational efforts necessary far the force representation
vis-a-vis the extent of final structural response output relative
to experimental results, in order not to compromise any of the
benefits possible in producing outputs at a rate significantly faster
than real-time. This task is recommended as an important element
to be accomplished in any further investigations of ship computer
response studies.

For the case of springing, the only questionable aspect
appears to be the accurate representation of the wave force along
the hull for short wavelengths. The analytical studies described
in the preceding section of this report did not seem to indicate
any significant alteration in the force value relative to the value
obtained by usual strip theory methods. However, the effect of
forward speed should be examined, and similarly any possible in–
fluence of the “corner problem” described in the last section
should also be studied, in order to cover the possible variations
in the hydrodynamic wave force that would influence the magnitude
of springir.q response. Incorporation of such results into the
available ma’chematical and computational model can be easily
accomplished, resulting in a useful tool for predicting the mag–
nitude and properties of that type of structural response.

The form of representation of springing response can be

given in terms of spectral output, in the frequency domain, or
alternatively time histories can be provided. Since the fundamental
phenomena are linear, the output in the form of spectra and asso–
ciated statistical properties such as rms, significant amplitude,
etc. are more easily determined in that manner. Time history out-
puts are also useful for correlation purposes, examining the decay
properties of the vibrations, and other detailed studies of a
representative record of response. Another useful application of
time history outputs is for comparison with model experimental
data, since magnitude and phase for regular waves (and precise
time history duplication) can be easily compared to determine the
validity of the theory in detail.

Some consideration should also be given to conducting verifi–
cation model experiments for the vibratory structural responses
using a segmented model that contains sufficient flexibility to
provide vibratory structural response data. The model should have
all of its structural and inertial properties fully defined for

-.. —.
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purposes of direct comparison to theoretical computed results. AH
interchangeable bow region can be built so that it can reflect the
form, flare, bottom contour, etc. that would be appropriate to such
ships as container vessels, normal cargo ships? tankers, etc. Thus
tiifferent tests can be carried out ifiwaves to represent the effect
of slamming (bow flare and bottom impact] when the ship has large
motions in the waves, as well as for spcinging by testing in short
waves. Careful design of the model and test programs will allow
covering these different and important structural response phenomena,
and will provide a direct and useful validation of result-s obtained
from computer simulation studies.

The various analytical and computational procedures de-
scribed above can be readily accomplished, and represent a logical
continuation of the efforts originally established for the ship
computer response project. The final product will be a digital com-
puter program, similar to that described in [21 and [31, that will
enable users to obtain outputs for determining structural responses
of vibratory nature such as those resulting from slamming and spring-
ing. Thus a complete evaluation of the major structural loads arml
responses of E ship in a seaway can then be predicted in a relatively
short time by use of that kype of program, in conjunction with that
in [3], as an important tool in design and analysis studies. De-
pending upon the extent of validation desired, the experimental pro-
gram described above can also be carried out as an adjunct to the
computer program development in order to assess the reliability of
the analytical,lcomputational ,procedures in providing realistic values
of ship structural loads.

.— _
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